Conditional Sentences

Complete the following conditional sentences.
1. If I had known about the test earlier, I (would have prepared/would
prepare) better.
2. If I (was/were) a mermaid, I would never come out of water.
3. If she starts being more kind, more people (will become/would become)
friends with her.
4. The doctor (will be angry/ would be angry) if you don’t have your
medicines on time.
5. If I (get in/got in) trouble, I will call my father without hesitation.
6. If Kanika (made/makes) a timetable, she will have more time to pursue
her hobbies.
7. If I had a magic pen, I (would draw/will draw) a sports car to get it for real.
8. If I (was/were) a mountain, I would draw people towards my peak
through magnetic forces.
9. Kapil would buy lots of gems if he (was/were) a prince.
10. If I (had reached/reached) earlier, I wouldn’t have missed the singer’s
performance.
11. If Vandana (calls/called) me, I will not pick.
12. If Abhay had kept his things carefully, he (wouldn’t have lost/wouldn’t
lose) his money.
13. If Amit (were/was) a bird, he would make very beautiful nests.
14. If Anisha (studies/studied) hard, she will ace her exams.
15. If it (rains/were raining) I will come back home.
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Answers
1. If I had known about the test earlier, I would have prepared better.
2. If I were a mermaid, I would never come out of water.
3. If she starts being more kind, more people will become friends with her.
4. The doctor will be angry if you don’t have your medicines on time.
5. If I get in trouble, I will call my father without hesitation.
6. If Kanika makes a timetable, she will have more time to pursue her
hobbies.
7. If I had a magic pen, I would draw a sports car to get it for real.
8. If I were a mountain, I would draw people towards my peak through
magnetic forces.
9. Kapil would buy lots of gems if he were a prince.
10. If I had reached earlier, I wouldn’t have missed the singer’s performance.
11. If Vandana calls me, I will not pick.
12. If Abhay had kept his things carefully, he wouldn’t have lost his money.
13. If Amit were a bird, he would make very beautiful nests.
14. If Anisha studies hard, she will ace her exams.
15. If it rains I will come back home.
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